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GLOBAL VILLAGE RESIDENTS
Please make note of the following information while living in Global Village.

Electricity/Circuit Breakers
Please turn off any electrical equipment BEFORE 
unplugging it from the wall outlets.
 
The electrical wiring throughout Global Village has arc fault breakers. If you 
rapidly unplug anything from a wall outlet when the device is drawing electricity, 
you may cause the arc fault breaker to trip which will cause all outlets on that 
circuit to stop working. This is a required safety feature and not a malfunction 
of the electrical system.  Also, be careful not to plug too many items into one 
circuit. Multiple items plugged into one circuit, such as refrigerators, coffee 
makers, and computer set–ups, tend to cause the arc fault breakers to trip.
 
The bedroom circuits are wired so that bedrooms A & B are on the same 
circuit, C & D are together, and E is on its own. For example, if your roommate 
is vacuuming in bedroom B and quickly pulls the cord from the outlet without 
turning the vacuum off first,  it is likely that both bedrooms A & B will lose power.

Storage Under Beds
There are a few features of your room furnishings that you might not 
be aware of. The beds have storage underneath them that you can 
access by lifting your mattress up. The mattress has two different 
firmnesses. One side is extra firm and the other is plush firm.

Air-conditioning/Heat
If you open any windows in your suite when the air-conditioning 
or heat is operating, the system will not cool/heat the suite to your 
desired temperature. This is an energy conservation and sustainability 
feature to ensure that we are not cooling/heating the outdoors.
 
Showers
The showers in your suite are a different style than you may be used 
to. Please keep the shower curtain inside and curled into the tub/
stall to avoid water escaping out onto the bathroom floor.
 
Each suite is equipped with a hot water on demand system. These systems do not 
store hot water so it may take a few seconds for hot water to come out of the faucet.

Bedroom Locks
Don’t forget your bedroom key!

When you leave your bedroom, you must have your key with you to 
lock the bedroom door. Pushing in the lock when the door is open and 
pulling the door shut will not activate the locking feature. This feature 
was put in place to minimize the occurrence of bedroom lock-outs.

RIT Housing Operations
585-475-2572
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